FORTUNA LITERARY COLLECTIVE
connecting talented authors with their future audiences

Fortuna Literary Collective is a division of Fortuna Business Collective, LLC,

founded in 2018. Our literary agency is a new division and undertaking for us. We know how
difficult it is for authors to get the more established literary agencies to even consider taking on
new authors or responding to their queries in less than three months. That’s one benefit of
submitting a query to a newer literary agency.
Our team includes people who love the written word and respect authors because they are also
writers. We have people on staff who have been represented by one of the oldest and most
respected literary agencies in the country. So, we know how the agent / author relationship
works. Our staff includes a screenwriter who has taken meetings with the top studios in
Hollywood and produced a Netflix film - #realityhigh.
So… we have the knowledge. Help us build the legacy. Sometimes, new is better.
If you sign with us, we will work hard to make your publishing dreams come true. There are no
advance fees. That should never happen with a legit agency. We get paid after you get paid.
We are willing to accept a query letter on any genre (fiction or nonfiction), except the following
(sorry): science fiction, horror, self-help, new age, health-diet, cookbooks, picture/table books,
and flash fiction collections.
We are particularly interested in literary fiction and nonfiction, mysteries, historical
fiction, women’s fiction, psychological thrillers, true crime, and literary nonfiction. We want
books (or at least writing samples) that we can’t put down and where we yearn to read more.
Whatever, the genre, stories that feature diverse characters with unique personalities are top on
our list. Email please, no calls. Thanks!

Los Angeles, California
www.thefortunacollective.com * agents@fortunaliterary.com * Tel: (323) 386-3892

